The Home of H. & P. Plywood

From the modern factory photographed above comes H. & P. quality Plywood. Modern Machinery, selected peeler logs, and first-class workmanship produce the excellent H. & P. Plywood in all standard thicknesses.

The Home of H. & P. Plywood

Not only does STARKIE give you really hot water quickly—but STARKIE gives you longer and more faithful service. Heaters are as good as their elements and the life of elements is lowered by the deposits left on them as the water circulates in the heater. Water in some districts is so heavily charged with lime that some heaters soon fail to function, causing costly replacements. STARKIE has overcome this difficulty by the employment of a special type of circulating system. Yet when it's really hot water you need, quickly, and years of trouble free service...install a "STARKIE" with complete confidence.

YOU NEED
STARKIE
S6 DOMESTIC
ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

Obtainable from Hardware Merchants EVERYWHERE

Manufactured by D. HENRY & CO. LTD., 12-14 Nelson St., Auckland, C.1
and at Inglewood Place, Wellington and Bath Street, Dunedin.
Our Readers Say—

In forwarding a subscription... W.W. of Brimbrok writes:

"We recently received a copy of your home issue of HOME & BUILDING and was impressed with the variety and quality of material therein. As a result... Yours sincerely, W.W.

Thank you, W.W., both variety and quality of material supplied occupy a good deal of our attention and it is good to know when our efforts are rewarded with reader's satisfaction.

Mrs. A.M., of Lower Hutt, writes:

"Both copies of your magazines have been read by us and we find them most interesting reading as well as being of great assistance as to what is good design in living. Yours faithfully, A.M.

We echo your phrase "good design in living!" Mrs. A.M. is really an admirer of one of the main editorial objects at HOME & BUILDING.

From Mrs. C.C., of Dunedin, an enquiry reads:

"In a 1948 issue of Homemaking I noticed an advertisement urgeing responses for 8/ of your HOME & BUILDING. Is this still available? And do you come up plans on application? I enclose a stamped addressed envelope, awaiting your reply. Yours truly, C.C.

Since the publication of the advertisement which you mention, Mrs. C.C., HOME & BUILDING have been purchased and reissued in its entirety. Subscription rates are now 67. 25 per year or 10/- for two years. Replying to your second question, we do not supply any plan of house or are always happy to put readers in touch with a registered architect. Our experience is that by far the best and in the long run the most economical solution to any particular problem is often to consult a professional person who is able to inspect the proposed site and meet the family concerned.

D.L., of Palmerston North, seeks information about a book reviewed recently:

"Through what source can I obtain "Decorative Art", edited by Ralph and Dorothy Hasse, 1944-45, the Studio Publications, London and New York. This publication was reviewed in HOME & BUILDING, Feb-Mar, 1946. Yours sincerely, D.L.

We have made inquiries, D.L., and are now glad to be able to advise that "Decorative Art" and other Studio publications can be obtained from Messrs. R. Hasse & Co, 425 New York Avenue, Wellington. The same applies to the works published by A. Parnell Ltd., which are also often reviewed in HOME & BUILDING.

R.W., of Wellington, enquires regarding a plan published in a 1949 issue:

"I was interested in the letter of January 1, 1949, appearing a description of a house designed by Mr. T. F. Stebbing (Inc. 1891). As the details of measurements are given, is it possible to know whether these are available? Yours faithfully, R.W.

We are afraid R.W., that in this case we cannot help you very much, as the plans are published in HOME & BUILDING. It is with the intention of allowing generally how buildings are planned to solve modern housing problems.

Our Readers Say—

Naturally, you want flooring that's going to LAST... flooring that will work out cheapest in the long run, and at the same time beautify your entire home... give you underfoot comfort and ease of cleaning. CHRISTIES, specialists in flooring of all types, will supply and expertly install just the floor you want, whether it's linoleum, carpeting, asphalt tile, cork tile, rubber tile, etc. So, for attractive and serviceable floors for YOUR home, consult CHRISTIES!

For Beautiful Floors — see

Christie's
the flooring SPECIALISTS

Wellington Auckland Christchurch Hastings Wairoa Gisborne Palmerston North

Our Readers Say—

Take the 'Long-term' view on flooring...

If you want a cupboard catch that will stand up to wear and rough treatment and still maintain its good looks and efficiency, turn to Pallo — the Pallo single and double cupboard catches.

After years of continuo improvement the Pallo cupboard catch, with its fine quality chromium finish, is as sturdy and reliable as continual cupboard use demands.

Specify Pallo — fit Pallo — depend on Pallo.

Over One Million Pallo Cupboard Catches in use in New Zealand!
LILLICRTE

- THE PROVED ALKALI RESISTING WATERPROOF CONCRETE PAINT

For Redecorating and Sound Maintenance...

LILLICRTE is made in England and has been approved to meet the urgent need for a decorative material that
equals distemper and paint in appearance
but which is unaffected by constant
washing or immersion in water.
LILLICRTE does not powder or flake,
even after years of exposure.
It is ideal for large or small
LILLICRTE can be applied to the following types of surface:
Concrete, Cement Rendering, Paintable Lime, Wooden Panels, and Wood Boards.
It will save you time, labour, and costs including first-class finish.

- 11 Colours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROKEN WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHT CREAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID CREAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARK CREAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTLAND STONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIMROSE DAFFODIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASTEL BLUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALE APPLE GREEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRICK RED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supplies now available, enquire for full
details from the N. D. Distributors:

GUTHRIE BOWRON & CO. LTD.
AUCKLAND — WELLINGTON — CHRISTCHURCH — DUNEDIN
PRINCESS ELIZABETH SUGGESTS DESIGN THEME FOR BRITISH COLOUR COUNCIL EXHIBITION

When the British Colour Council's Interior Decoration Centre was formed, its first aim was to stimulate and encourage, by all practical means, a good standard of design and colour in all branches of interior decoration. At the invitation of the Colour Council, H.R.H. the Princess Elizabeth suggested a theme for its recent exhibition at the design centre, Portman Square, London. Her Royal Highness' theme, "Eighteenth Century English China," formed the basis of this exhibition of interior decoration.

PLASTIC SEALED PROTECTION is News!

VITRETEX COMPOUND provides a long-lasting thermoplastic film which supercedes paint for all surfaces.

OBTAINABLE in MATT finish, GLOSSY finish or HIGHLY GLOSSY finish, in all colours, for external or internal use.

DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET and Full Details NOW available from The New Zealand Licenrs:

Wright Stephenson & Co. Ltd.
Head Office: 84 Customhouse Quay, Wellington
Telephone 64400

FREE QUOTATIONS
Residential Construction Co.

Where further details and free quotations, and berm of your nearest distributor:

Residential Construction Co. Ltd., Private Bag, Auckland.
Henry Brown & Co. Ltd., Wairau St., New Plymouth.
Brett & Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 297, Wellington.

ALUMINIUM ALLOY WINDOWS
distinctive modern strong

- No maintenance or painting.
- WILL NOT WARP OR RATTLE.
- Easy to clean inside and out.
- FINGER-LIGHT OPENING.
- More light—better ventilation.

Here is a picture of a corner of your home that could look—limed with Aluminium alloy windows. Note the increased efficiency of glass—the full, unobstructed view, the improved ventilation. When you place Aluminium alloy windows in a house you'll know they're here because they don't work as slab. Nor will they rust or discolour as long as your home stands. Aluminium alloy windows are available in 1.5 and 4 light types which can be built into practically any type of building—new or old.

Supplied complete with glass and hardware.
A major factor in N.Z.'s economy...

N.Z. FOREST PRODUCTS LIMITED, the Dominion's premier Timber Utilisation Company, with assets in excess of $8,000,000, are leaders in the wood utilisation field in the Southern Hemisphere. Last year, N.Z. Forest Products Limited produced enough wallboard to line the walls and ceilings of more than 15,000 houses. With a programme that allows for the spending of $4,600,000 in the next few years on expanding present industry and developing new ones, N.Z. Forest Products Limited, who are already famous as the manufacturers of the world's most popular wall lining materials—PINEX HARDBOARD and PINEX INSULATING WALLBOARD—are worthily playing a major part in New Zealand's new era of progress.

Made by N.Z. FOREST PRODUCTS LIMITED, P.O. Box, AUCKLAND.

YOUR SELECTION FOR PERFECTION—PINEX WALLBOARDS

JUNE-JULY, 1960

FIRE!
don't let your house burn down through your own carelessness

By Kenneth Thomas

Many years ago a sickly family were leaving church at the close of evening service. The clattering procession was led by the spectacle of flying horses and the sound of fire engines. With panic and sobbing the children nestled into the mother's arms—only to find that their abode was their own dwelling and that the sound was produced by the smoke and ash which was spreading to ashes before their eyes.

At a time when many thought and care are going to home construction than ever before, there is talk about the hazards of smoking in domestic cooking. Like other accidents, there is always an anxiety to know that it can happen to the other fellow, but it is not done as often as the public would think. Such an attitude is not good enough. The idea is not to blame the smoker, but to keep fires out of the home.

I was happy to see you, and too much attention cannot be given to prevention. Even adequate insurance may not enough to rebuild after a loss of all your possessions.

Statistics prove that in an overwhelming number of cases, and though it may sound, destruction of a home by fire is due to the carelessness of the owner himself.

All over the world, fire chiefs can demonstrate that good housekeeping is largely the result of domestic fire prevention, with his home solidly built and well serviced. This may prove a week's dental bills for the owners who unknowingly saved that they are the disease and in need of every caution. Please, but how many of us stop to think of that pile of scattered magazines in the basement, or perhaps there's that book left around after company's the case.

The Fire Brigade was called to two houses in Auckland some years ago, and the cause of the blaze has not yet been found. The other house had burned completely, a year or so later the same house was set alight again, and this set the fire chief thinking. After extensive investigation it was found that the fireman said was located to a certain house in an unusual place. The roof and the house had been burnt in two fires, beginning at precisely the same moment in the evening.

IF YOU LIKE TO ENJOY YOUR INDOOR LIFE IN YOUR HOME...

- Keep an ashtray and extinguisher always where you can reach them.

- If your house is not well ventilated, keep an open window near the fire place.

- If you're foolish enough to clean clothes yourself with petrol.

U.S. National Board of Fire Underwriters.
You wouldn't go back to
So why put up with

When you can have

WASTEMASTER

Enduring Beauty

National
The Nation's Finest
Blinds

Whether you are building or just wanting to brighten your home, make sure you see the National Fine Line Venetian Blinds. They are different from anything you have ever seen before—so light, so lovely, so durable.

LIGHT. Being made of special aluminum alloy, they are extremely light.

EASY TO CLEAN. Bands to fit your brush as you whisk the dust away.

SIMPLE TO OPERATE. Just a touch, and National Venetian Blinds may be raised or lowered.

STURDY. Being made of special aluminum alloy, they are strong and flexible, and will never break or buckle.

PERFECT CLOSURE. Not even a hint of light can penetrate.

BEAUTIFUL. Streamlined, plastic finish is smooth. Sunlight or rain will not mark.

VENETIAN BLIND SALES LTD.
50A Hobson Street, Auckland, C.1. Phone 41.733

JUNE-JULY, 1939

our layout man at work

Illustration by John Holme

Many readers have been good enough, over the years, to communicate their opinions to the editorial and design staffs of HOME & BUILDING. Often our theme has been to stress the need for more craftsmanship in our industry. But we have also been pleased to learn of the many instances where the editors and advertisers have gone out of their way to discuss problems with the layout man. As with their activities, there is a great deal more involved in the process of a magazine than is immediately apparent to the casual observer. Our own experience is that it calls for an almost infinite amount of planning and effort and leaves one with a few unsolvable problems.

Aspects of production to which HOME & BUILDING gives particular attention are layout, that is, the design of individual pages, and mechanics, or the planning and execution of editorial and advertising matter. As we know a skilled and conscientious layout man.

The other day our layout man was struggling manfully to revise his story when suddenly he exclaimed: "I just can't do it!"

With no sympathy for such a situation, I asked several questions to see a quick solution—just what is the situation of our layout man at work?
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BUILDING SECTIONS AT
LOVELY STANMORE BAY

"Langton Lodge Estate"

Up to 20 building sections are available, or becoming available, as subdivisions are completed, at Stanmore Bay, 50 miles north of Auckland. Take in a marvelous site for splendid holiday homes or for permanent residences for home workers seeking to escape from city life.

On the eastern Auckland shoreline, Stanmore Bay is one of Auckland's finest estuarine localities, providing good swimming at Elms, half a mile from the beach. These Langton Lodge sections are elevated, slope gently towards the beach, and offer glorious sea views.

Good foliage has been shown in restricting development to permanent residences or better-class holiday cottages. Electricity and telephone services are available and all communications are excellent owing to the situation and the ground is suitable for irrigation. Prices range from $350 to $600.

Ten-acre block comprising native bush and open land. Fronting Waitemata River, sheltered anchorage for small vessels. Perfect site for substantial home or retirement.

Full particulars available from the owner:

H. D. SNOW

SAINTMORE BAY

Home and Building
Edited and produced under the auspices of the New Zealand Institute of Architects.

The Case for Home Ownership

In these days of short, sharp living and shallow thinking, of economic distress and deprivation, it is wise to re-emphasise and remould the policy of individual home ownership. Traditionally, one of the main objects in life was to own one's own home. This still is the object of many young people. We believe that it is a worthy object—one which deserves sympathetic cooperation from Government, and people, from local bodies, building industry, employers and financial institutions.

Affordably, there will always be a need for rented houses and flats. Young or older people, old people and those whose calling involves frequent transfer of location will require estate or private rental homes. Perhaps there must always be those who, with the best will in the world, cannot purchase their own homes. Possibly they should be assisted by some housing scheme (though the HOME & BUILDING position is in a recent editorial that the N.Z. state housing programme had largely failed to cater for this sector).

However, the great majority of the community—the country in steady employment, the skilled tradesman, the businessman or professional men, is really under no greater disability in owning his home than in renting it. High building costs must often render as much as $10,000. The accepted proportion of income allowable for rent is 23%, or one day's pay per week. This means that the executive on £1,000 a year should obtain a suitable home for £4 a week. Can he do not.

It means also that the man on £5 or £10 a week finds no financial handicap about having a house for £6 to £8 a week. Can he not? It will generally cost more today to rent, as it will to buy, but the old argument still holds that after twenty-five or thirty years one family owns the house, thereby depreciating and thus probably appreciating, the other owner only a rent-back.

Apart from economics there are other highly important considerations. Individual ownership of home, land or house has always been the strongest guardian of a stable and integrating community. From his days when his parents provided was the strength of Rome, to those when British nations defended their homes over oceans or where the “pioneer boys” cleared Forests and felled the trees, the idea this principle has been, The Thirteen and the power which alone society always rests upon ownership of property. The idea of “a stake in the country,” of a “property-owning democracy,” with all the personal and community responsibilities which it implies, is one of the surest safeguards of our civilization. In a very real sense, today our future lies in every properly owned home.

It is HOME & BUILDING's policy to promote individual ownership of homes and to help to ensure that the homes will be the best procurable in design and structure expressive of their personal personality and constructive in their individual fullness.
Be smart and modern — choose Wallpaper

Wallpaper gives you modern, colourful effects you can get no other way

Colour is something to be lived with and enjoyed . . ., and wallpaper brings colour, warmth and beauty into your home. Even when decorating a very old home, wallpaper brightens tired-looking, cheerless rooms and creates an atmosphere of luxury.

Save time and labour costs
When you use wallpaper, you not only see modern, exciting effects created right before your eyes, but you save time and extra labour costs! It pays to choose wallpaper. So when you plan to decorate, or re-decorate think of wallpaper first! Choose from hundreds of modern, beautiful designs — created by the world’s greatest designers.

SEE THE LATEST PATTERN BOOKS

Ask for these famous ENGLISH brands:
"CROWN" (The Wallpaper Manufacturers Ltd.)
SANDERSON and STRAND EYED

“now for October eyes” — Hamilton Wells

Fireplace and chimney breast of Porcelain stone, with marble hearth and built-in seat box, at Mr and Mrs Keith S. Huntley’s St. Heliers Bay home, which will be reviewed in a forthcoming issue. Architects C. Irvin Croker, B.Arch.
conservative - in brick and tile

MR AND MRS L. G. CULPAN'S HOME
IN CATHEDRAL PLACE, PARNELL.

An imposing development of a low setting, but with only a 27 ft. frontage, this house was originally designed as a four bedroom house for two families, with provision in the plan for converting two of the bedrooms to flat and dining-room respectively at a later date.

Redesign and changes in family arrangements have altered the original intention, but the elements of deep verandas and a built-in facing in the ventilated basement space have resulted in an attractive exterior, and

Full advantage was taken of the slope of the ground with the ultimate object in view and the home is also included in the frontage.

The house is on the high ground in Parnell and the main entrance is reached by a substantial metal-clad carport across F circulated key to the North Shore.
June July 1929

Quite a treasury was required in the planning to achieve a decorator approach in the back door and deal with character around levels otherwise pleasing as always reasonably staple items and best points satisfactorily in operation.

Concentration of planning, the use of brick and tile, decks hung windows and ample light, together with basic proportions and on the pattern had personal obligations to an open interior, and the decorative effects of heating, too, all combined. All the built-in furniture was designed with the house, all doors and storage furniture finished in the pattern wood and other surface treatments.

Painting and treatment of doors in the main rooms have regulating panels over doors to receive necessary air ventilation when the weather is unsuitable for having the doors open, and a wide provision to be made above required places from sun and rain. During to conditions on the use of other models of the line as doorknobs and drawer- pulls were constructed of a specially non-alloy.

Kitchen and laundry are fully equipped the later having given access to linen storage. Acres can be put away directly from the boiling table and the kitchen pipe from the hot water cylinder to the baptismal is carried up through this element to provide storage space.

The large window areas high and neat provision of course essential and all blinds are fixed throughout.

Rooms are tastefully furnished and colourful with a satisfactory grouping of plate and fitted and wall furniture. The ground of the rear of the house is composed of land to include an elevated kitchen garden, fringes and a few native trees and with the slope from rear of the front garden, very sufficient outlining of the house in ground relationship. In easy to keep in order and provides pleasant surroundings for a comfortable home.

Upper Left, the Second Bedroom, showing built-in furniture. Far Left, A Corner of the East Terrace Recreation Area. Next Left, Bathroom in Penta-Terraced, with toilet table and large mirror. Top Right, First Bedroom. Built-in furniture is uniform in detail with that in other bedrooms. Middle Right, Stained Steel, Dining and Drying Space in Kitchen. With 3-way Telephone Access just out of this picture. Lower Right, looking through the lounge to the dining room.
Sydney Architect's Home Awarded
Sir John Sulman Medal

Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. A. Horsman's home in Sydney, which is a modern residential school of Sydney, was last year awarded the Sir John Sulman Medal for the design of a domestic building of exceptional merit, completed within the previous three years. The house, which is award-worthy for different types of building in Australia, is of modern design. The house is of modern design. It overlooks the beautiful valley of Darcy Creek and the plan was designed to provide as much natural light as possible and to take full advantage of the view to the north of the valley.

There are two bedrooms, a combined living and dining room, a study, kitchen, bathrooms and laundry. Each room has its own bathroom and laundry, face north and receive daylight all day. The living, dining and sleeping quarters are connected while the interior is naturally Ellenby. The combination living and sunroom, and the bathroom, are designed with a dining area, plenty of cupboards, double entrance doors, and concrete floors. It opens out to the local area and the garden. The bedrooms have built-in wardrobes and open out onto the garden.

The house reflects Mr. Horsman's love for living in a residential area and its elegance in modern living. The whole house is designed to suit the climate throughout most of the year.
Four Flats in Christchurch


The building is now 51 ft. long, with an area of 1950 square feet. Plans however, provide for the addition of a third bedroom on the southern end and a garage to the eastern end, bringing the total length to 72 ft.

Exterior walls have been built in the right size to give protection from the sun. Over the porch, the roof has been extended in the form of a projecting portico for pergola and seat.

The exterior finish consists of flemish bond, scored with half bullnose during construction and then painted with a synthetic sealer paint a warm brown colour, which gives a very light grey finish. All windows and doors are in gum trees. The woodwork and doors are painted white in contrast with this colour. The rendering is to the terrace which has been built as in most of the houses of a modern function, rubble appearance, and which has been obtained from the area. The exterior double and the whole house is in the style of the American work. A mask of mount and posts and photograph, which house succeeds in integrating house and garden, providing for outdoor living in a way which could not be readily emulated in the first years.

The walls inside are of one-piece finished cement-rendered plaster. Both walls and painted woodwork are pale grey, which gives a feeling of spaciousness as a background for kitchen colours and furnishings. The kitchen's layout, entrance hall and study are of polished yellow wood. The timber has been cut and finished by white laths, for doors open and sliding doors, which cover doors and other doors. The doors inside are of high glass, with glass panels and painted grey, with heavy-duty hardware of the black type. All necessary.jpg endings and fittings have been selected. There are no picture rails or ceiling cornices and door panels have been reduced to a minimum.

Photographs by V. C. Brown.

This block of four flats, for Miss Oriana Cawkell, is on a corner site facing Common Square, in the heart of Christchurch. Architecturally it is characterized by simple bold masses and compact planning. The two flats at the southern end of the building have been brought forward to obtain their share of sun.

Each flat is 360 sq. ft. in area and contains a large living room, two bedrooms, kitchen with meals above, two rooms, etc.

The building is tile brick and finished with 9" x 1" vertical black and white brick. The tiles are the same layers of fabric and the whole building is painted white.
A house which hugs the earth

ARCHITECTS: Wilson, Maddie & Gilmore

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Spright's house is built on a slightly sloping site, the position of the house being determined to an extent by natural contours because the position was valued for its view. Therefore, it was possible to excavate right down to the site of the house and lower the window level to within twelve inches of the ground. There is a view of the kitchen from the main room.

Plans: Because of the view, the living and dining rooms, towards which the windows open, were placed on the east side of the house, the living room opening onto a veranda to the north, which is reasonably private as the house is on a rear location. There are two bathrooms with provision made for the addition of a third. The present area is 1,500 sq. ft.

Structure: The outer walls are brick veneer with white sheets of plaster, except for the Ends of every floor. All interior partition walls are lined with insulating plasterboard and painted with a paint finish in kitchen, bedrooms and w.c., and bathroom. The woodwork in the living and dining rooms and entrance hall is of a firwood match. An interesting feature is the seeded glass partition between hall and living room. This adds to the effect of space and the same glass is used in the sliding doors to the dining room.

Photographs by Speer's Industrial Studios Ltd.
Here a Home was Created

By Kenneth Thomas. Photographs by Spearow Industrial Pictures Ltd.

It is related that a manorial line of a house in Victoria, referring to the site of one of the early gardens, runs like this: "She planted her little bed on the site of Victoria, and the wild-was converted into a house." This old section today is now an avenue of picturesque and manicured terraces and READMEs by Mr. and Mrs. E.R. Pilkett, of Tallow, Mr. Pilkett, the many of the details a worker in bloom, but would now be on record with the admission that the garden is almost wholly the imaginative work of his wife: "It is the garden is a lovely man to plant a garden and beave sake around or not even..."

The garden here is a work of art. The house itself is most happily placed in that it is almost on the cliff edge, enshrined with a superb view of the blossoming Cranmer and Herold Gull. The comfortable lounges floor is covered by these magnificent carpets, the hands of the industry of Mrs. Pilkett, who shares

June-July, 1980

With Queen Mary a fine for unlimited shopping and rambling. Indeed, she has a gilt prospect over the Rambling garden is designed to hold the mass of flowers to service as much as possible. The terrace and balustrades over the people and the borders are filled with nasturtiums.

The lower right-hand photograph is a view from the right corner, showing a boundary of wild fern and the beginnings of a Rosary hedge, while the old Eucalyptus hedges on the left forms a natural shelter for climbing vegetables. An invited dinner bath is placed near the steps.

Growing against the side of the house are numerous varieties of vines from the South Pacific. The going out of bambos was quite a problem back, but now in the place blooms hibiscus borders and flowering vines—all this backed by a magnificent manor at the head of an ocean lagoon. Much of this section shown in the photographs was built in the style, but wisely and not too morailly but full in a glorious sky of natural perfection.

From the entrance, forming a delightful walk to the house, all kinds of shrubs support the winding path which opens into the garden itself. An area for vegetables is set up behind a Norfolk Island Palm. It is interesting to recall that Mr. and Mrs. Pilkett's garden was awarded third place in the class not exceeding a quarter of an acre, with no restriction on planted flowers. In the Queensland Provincial Orchard Relations Office, 1980 Garden Competition.
Some Dramatic Flower Arrangements

The Coca-Cola Company.

Flower arrangements, as we have heard and read, have been around for centuries. Now, in an introduction to the second volume, Richard H. Wright, Editor-in-Chief of "Flower Arranging" and Chairman of the International Flower Show Committee, refers to the increasing role of flowers in home decoration and the growth of flower arranging as a cultural interest.

These arrangements, excellent though they are when made with fresh flowers, are often too complex. As H. L. Hambright says, "You do not have to have the same flowers that we have used. The same arrangement, perhaps the flowers will remain the same arrangement. The same plants but different ways of using plants." The arrangement is what makes them interesting. Be careful—these arrangements are only as good as the ones you make out of the same flowers. Every arrangement must be made with care and attention to detail.

Before you start, collect your tools and accessories. You'll need scissors, rubber bands, and tape to hold the stems together easily. Be sure to have a variety of sizes and shapes for your arrangements.

1. CITRUS PLANT: These small-leaved flowers are really the leaves of the plant and are arranged on a long stem to give them more height. The stems are arranged in an American pottery bowl. The little flowers were placed on the stems and the "flowers" turned so five stems were placed in the bowl, the leaves of the plant giving a dramatic effect. All the stems were placed in a single pot, and the "flowers" turned so five stems were placed in the bowl, the leaves of the plant giving a dramatic effect.

2. CORN AND IVY FLOWERS: For corn stalks and ivy, a container with a smooth, clean surface is used. The flowers are wrapped in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

3. ORCHID AND HIBISCUS: The orchids and hibiscus are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

4. LILY AND TULIP: The lilies and tulips are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

5. CACTUS AND FERN: The cactus and ferns are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

6. ORCHID AND HIBISCUS: The orchids and hibiscus are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

7. LILY AND TULIP: The lilies and tulips are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

8. CACTUS AND FERN: The cactus and ferns are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

9. ORCHID AND HIBISCUS: The orchids and hibiscus are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.

10. LILY AND TULIP: The lilies and tulips are arranged in a vase with a smooth, clean surface. The flowers are arranged in a smooth, clean surface and placed in the vase. This is a very versatile arrangement and can be used for a variety of arrangements.
the cultivation of perennial plants


In the cultivation of perennial plants a number of the

Valuable imported in the title of the soil. "This

sample with special soils to every class, whatever local, perennial or

periodical in the manner of the soil. It is the

variable rule is to make a beginning that succeeds in the

very least would appear to be more than had expected.

The soil is thoroughly broken and manured, but the

thoroughness and the exposure to the influence of

climate. To his first ball-fins with the

perennial flower border the soil is always to

amendations as he is in the name of Roads or Dwellling,

but not in the name of Roads or Dwellling in so much as help in

the same. In some cases the soil where "well done is

always done" must apply for once in a hundred

years to the profession of dissection and analysis for the

long time. Moreover, what a border was or later to

be a flower border or in the name of Roads or Dwellling

more easily and more economically if understood and

practised than the false proportion of the soil must be returned to

the first. For treatment or entirely new flower

the garden and the garden as it may be called a

shrubbery border, a patching in the presence of

the kitchen garden program or what often happens—a piece of

nests around a corner into the garden still

Continued on Page 50

all manner of tables

By W. A. Ross, B.A., B.A., H.M., F.R.I.

"Special Occasion!"

"Elegant Occasion!"

"Cocktail Occasion!"

"Informal Occasion!"

In contrast to the columns which are the permanent embellishments of our beds and seats there are temporary places of tables for our dining tables. The tables can be found anywhere with a few steps for putting down things for the most immediate of which the diners have not time to sit. The tables are made up of the importance they were, why are they made? Are they a piece of immortality, or is it an

idea? This is the first observation in this article.

The second consideration is in the other way we want to

use the tables as an opening or closing part of our

proverbs. In which case we now how not only the height, but also the

dimension of the table in which we are supposed to use them without our

necessity. This is a very important accent, because the basis of the

table's position is not only the height of the table, but also the

position of the table which may also be more freely discussed.

All these systems are more and more systematically thought out in the case of

dining tables, but just think of dressing tables or work

benches.

I think I have to modify the above observation to the

dining table situation. When we buy a table specifically to

be a piece of immortality, why are we perhaps supposed to pass it on to

our children? It is a very rare to have a table that is solid enough to

do so. I am not going to say anything about the dining table and Base keeping our floor

benches.

There are many important factors in selecting tables to

start with, the influence of the table is the most important. The most

popular seems to be the height of these tables is one of the most

important.
OKOROIRE WAR VETERANS’ PARK ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION

The N.Z. Buildings Board, in conjunction with the Centenary of the Building Industry, held a competition for the design of a war veterans’ park at Okoroire, near Masterton. The competition was open to all citizens of New Zealand who had served in the First World War. An idea of the site was given by Mr. A. M. C. M. V. H., and the project was opened to Mr. D. W. Boy, Architect, and the second to Messrs. Godley and Godley, A.M.A.N.Z.I.A., of Wellington.

We reproduce here a photo of the prize-winning drawings. On the left is the layout of Mr. Boy’s design, which is for the layout of the entire blocks and lots of the park, including a typical cottage and an superintendent’s house. On the right is the layout by Messrs. Godley and Godley.

In their design, the winners point out that the layout is of permanent importance, as it provides economy of administration and all services such as drainage, water supply, electrical-light, heating, etc., as well as ample recreational and comfort of the various people with ease of accommodation. They state the layout and all the different buildings properly, giving marks to each one of the design.

Continued on page 49.

ELEVATION OF ONE OF THE SEVEN SIMILAR VILLAS

ELEVATION OF TYPICAL COTTAGE

ELEVATION OF SUPERINTENDENT’S HOUSE
HYDROL
BRITISH CEMENT WATERPROOFERS
AND RAPID HARDENERS

CAXTON PRESS
CHRISTCHURCH


Adelphi - - London
8,000 Yards Concrete Walls proofed with Hydrol

Hydrol's premier landlords, the London County Council, approved the shelter accommodation for 8,000 persons of their Housing Estates being waterproofed with Hydrol.

HYDROL is the simplest, most economical and efficient waterproofer yet marketed. One gallon of HYDROL will waterproof one cubic yard of concrete or 20 square yards at 1 in. cement renderings.

A special grade for every concrete undertaking. Mixed with cement, HYDROL will waterproof concrete without affecting setting time. Set concrete ready for traffic in approximately 4 hours. Plug holes in concrete through which water is pouring under pressure in one minute.

N.Z. REPRESENTATIVE:
BRITISH IMPORTERS LTD
ELLIOTT BLOCK, ELLIOTT ST., AUCKLAND
P.O. Box 1686 - - - - - - - Phone 41-331
Enquire for literature and quotation without obligation.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

This small commercial building was designed for a printing firm in Christchurch and is constructed with a reinforced concrete frame and cavity brick walls. The main printing portion is a one-storey portion at the rear and offices occupy the two-storey portion facing the street. The front wall is recessed back from the street line and surmounted by a concrete canopy. The clean line elevation is emphasized by a play of materials and colours. The edges of the canopy frame and balustrade and steel window frames are in white, and the soffits and recesses of the canopy frame and balustrade are in pale greys. On the ground floor glass blocks light the lobby and the anteroom having walls and doors lined with Caxton's marble. The walls beneath the window sills are in tongaite. The walls are well ribbed with black iron facing.

Columns play a significant part in the interior, with contrasting colours on different walls.
Art in Industry

By Alex Davis, Editor of "Design"

Attention to appearance is an important part of industrial design. This, of course, has long been realized in the decorative arts industry, where satisfaction is directly reflected by style, design, and materials. However, recent developments in industrial design have made it possible for a body-designed machine to have a modern appearance, which has not been previously possible.

To the casual observer, who is still uncertain whether design for machinery will ever be utilized in his work, it is difficult to understand how the creation of a new design can affect the weight and size of a machine. The answer lies in the fact that, in many cases, the design of a new machine can affect the weight and size of the machinery itself.

Cutting Costs

There are, perhaps, many clients who do not realize that an appearance can be 'cut to size' by designing a machine. An example of good design is the manufacturing of machine tools. I have seen recent models of the electric punch and the electric shears where the size and weight of the tool have been reduced by the use of modern designs. These advantages are not only apparent in the machinery, but also in the factory. A machine designed with the idea of reducing weight and size will not only be more efficient, but also more economical.

Simplified production, resulting from a rational approach to the design problem, is a new motive for the world's manufacturers. In the past, a machine was designed to suit the individual needs of the customer. Today, production of a machine can be simplified by the use of modern materials and techniques. The result is a machine that is more efficient, more economical, and more pleasing to the eye.

New Materials

The use of new materials in industry has been discussed, but the last decade by developments in fabric design, has shown the advantages of modern materials which manufacture in some countries have improved. Since World War II, fiber and canvas, the two most popular materials, have been used in a number of industries, and new materials are being used in all of them. The advantages of these new materials are many, and the possibilities they offer are endless.

The Home
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A PLEASING STREAM-LINED CONCEMNT SIT DESIGNED AND MOLEDED IN LORRY BLUE OR CHAROCAL USING DREA-FORMALDEHYDE MATERIAL.

HAND-PAINTING FLOWER DECORATIONS ON POTTERY IN A STAFFORDSHIRE FACTORY.

A CONCEPTION OF CARPET DESIGN IN THE SAME ROOM OF A UNITED KINGDOM FACTORY: THE IMPORTANCE OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN IN REDUCING COSTS AND IMPROVING PRODUCTION AS WELL AS GIVING THE FINISHED PRODUCT A MORE PLEASING APPEARANCE IS RECOGNIZED BY THE MAJORITY OF EUROPE'S MANUFACTURERS.

An example of modern United Kingdom furniture design is the service cabinet which can be used as a sideboard or table. The cut-back panels of the cabinet form the transparent glass top, and the five panels pull down to provide upholstered seats. A conversation on carpet design in the same room of a United Kingdom factory: the importance of industrial design in reducing costs and improving production as well as giving the finished product a more pleasing appearance is recognized by the majority of Europe's manufacturers.
introducing...

Kirsch "CUT TO MEASURE"
CURTAIN RODS & FITTINGS
IN IVORY BAKED ENAMEL FINISH

EXTENSION BRACKETS WITH 3 TO 4½ PROJECTION
ALL SLIDES, CORD AND PULLEYS ARE CONTAINED WITHIN THE TUBULAR ROD

OBTAINABLE FROM
LEADING FURNISHING HOUSES
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

MODERN VENETIAN BLINDS LTD.
NEWMARKET, AUCKLAND

TOWN PLANNING IN NEW ZEALAND
5-CONCLUSIONS

BY MADIE W. FOWE, B.A., DIP. T.P.

---

ONE OF THE MOST FRIGHTENING REQUIREMENTS FOR PERMIT GRANTED UNDER A TOWN PLANNING SCHEME WHICH IT CAN BE DETERMINED TO WHAT THE PROPERTY OWNER FINDS IT

TO UNDERSTAND, IS THE CONVERSION OF THIS COUNTRY INTO A NETWORK OF NUCLEAR SUBURBS. THIS WORK IS DEPENDENT UPON THE ULTIMATE DENSITY OF POPULATION BEFORE A DECISION CAN BE REACHED. YOU MUST REMEMBER THAT WHEN SUBURBS ARE FORMED AND MULTIPLE SUBDIVIDED TO THEM, AN ESSENCE OF THE THEN POPULATION IN PRECESSION WITH THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO CAN BE HOUSED ON IN THE AREA INDEPENDENTLY BEFORE THE SEPARATION OF HOUSES BECOMES NECESSARY, CAN NOT BE SNAPPYED.

IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE TOWN PLANNING THE UNIT裡 SPECIFIED FOR THE HOUSE SUSPENDED IN THE AIR. THE GAME OF THE WINDS COULD NOT HAVE BEEN THE IDEAL, AND TO RELIVE THEM WITH OTHER FAMILIES WOULD ADD AN ECONOMICAL HARMONY TO THE TREE CONNECTION. THIS IS POSSIBLY NOT ONLY THE PATTERN NOTED BUT THE BEST THAT SEEMS TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE ECONOMIES OF THE ECONOMIC UNIT.
Sarlesco
INTERLOCK UNDERWEAR
is Family Wear

FIRST choice for everyone. Dad prefers its soft
pliant fit... mother likes its trimness...
and Sarlesco's flexible fit gives kiddies plenty
of room for action. Easy to wash, and
saves ironing time, too. Ask
for it by name.

---

SLAM CLEARANCE — OUT TOWARDS BURTFRANK HOUSES ARE
REPLACED BY TWO-STORY NEW BUILDINGS

Sarlesco Interlock Underwear
Distributed throughout New Zealand by Sargood, Son & Eren Ltd.

The Cooper Louvre
CONTROLLED VENTILATION
...the modern way

For 100% ventilation with no draughts or light obstruction
— Cooper Louvres are the answer. These revolutionary
new-type windows are instantly adjustable to any degree
of ventilation required. Their beauty of line and ease of
installation make them ideal for any type of old or new
buildings... Residential, Office, Factories. For full
details of Cooper Louvres—the adjustable windows that
won't leak, roil or rust—call or send NO-OAT!

From your local hardware dealer or glass merchant.

Cooper Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
911 Northcroft Street, Takapuna, Auckland.
WHY DOES THE SALMAC ROBOT STOKER GENERATE MORE WARMTH FOR LESS MONEY?

IT'S the complete combustion, taking full advantage of the volatile content of the fuel, together with automatic heat control, that makes the Robot Stoker so economical.

It's the continually incandescent heating surface, due to the automatic underfeed principle, that makes the Robot so efficient.

This compact stoker unit, with ready adjustment to load requirements, can save you pounds on fuel bills. Write today for full information.

WIDELY USED THROUGHOUT NEW ZEALAND

Robot Stokers are now being used throughout the Dominion for firing hot water and central heating boilers, vertical, shell, and locomotive type, water tube, and Horizontal Multiflueular boilers, Rotary Drums, Industrial Furnaces, Warm Air Furnaces, Combustion Engines, etc.

Full particulars gladly supplied. Write, phone or call—

THE SALMAC INSULATION COMPANY LIMITED

Office, 81 Crawford St., Factory, 40-54 Rabbit St., DUNEDIN. Telegrams: "Salmac, Dunedin."
It's so easy to have
CHARMING CURTAINS
with "Rufflette" tape and hooks

People often judge you by your windows, so you must have charming curtains. It's simple.
Your three easy steps:

**Step 1.** Sew "Rufflette" tape at top and bottom, over the hem at the top of curtain.

**Step 2.** With curtain lying flat, line cords at one end and pleat by pulling twoPairs of cords. Do not cut loose ends until first pair is heading.

**Step 3.** Slip hooks (or rings) into pockets, turns over fashion. No stitching is necessary. Use rings for real, hooks for curtain runaway.

It's as easy as that. These lovely self-hanging curtains fall into place as you tighten the draw-cords—and stay in place. The wind can't waft "Rufflette" pleatings... children can't tug them out of place.

You can buy "Rufflette" tape, with hooks or rings, and curtain runaway, at any furnishing department. If you have your curtains made up, slip these "Rufflette" tape, it's used as all the best workrooms.

At the shop where you buy your curtain fabrics—

'Rufflette'

Brand

Curtain tape (with hooks or rings) and curtain runaway

You can see for yourself...

CLAUDE NEON Fluorescent

is Fluorescent at its Finest!

For maximum efficiency and satisfaction install Fluorescent Lighting by Claude Neon—enjoy fluorescent at its finest plus the advantages of the finest selection of modern fixtures and the benefits of the service of our expert technical staff.

You can see the difference—with Claude Neon Fluorescent!

Send for FREE FOLDER

Showing the complete range of Claude Neon Modern Fluorescent fixtures.

GAS

the modern fuel

DEPENDABLE - QUICK - CLEAN - FLEXIBLE

When planning your New Home or Modernising the Old Home, remember GAS will do all the Big Jobs.

Cooking

For all kinds of Cooking, Gas gives unequalled speed and unequalled production at once. Per skilful or fast cooking, Gas is Best. Cook by Gas and enjoy these other advantages:

- Modern Do-Live Gas Cookers, available in several makes, and in colours will adorn the most Modern Kitchen.

Water

Heating

HOT WATER whenever you want it, as hot as you want it. Hot water troubles vanish in Gas homes. Gas Hot Water is available all through the hot months.

Room

Heating

GAS FIRES and Radiators make a whole house invitingly cheerful. You can walk from room to room and at a turn of a tap the room you want becomes heated with perfect warmth, without work or waiting or waste of fuel.

The variety in shapes and colours is so complete that for every room in every house there is a perfect choice.

THE AUCKLAND GAS COMPANY LTD.

Wyndham Street, City; T. 32-330

BRANCHES AT:

Dunedin, Te Puke, Hamilton and Rotorua.

“Service Is Our Business”
Art in Industry and the Home

Continued from page 41

Art in Industry has been recognized as an important field in the design of furniture, housewares, and household items. The use of new materials—specifically, synthetic ones—has revolutionized the industry, creating a new aesthetic and functional approach. The result is not only a shift in consumer preferences but also a significant change in the way designers think about their work.

Plenty of Scope

The problem of filling the industrial designer's role in the existing market of industry is one that must be faced. There are some industries in which the typical manufacturer produces a steady stream of new models or new versions, and two people fulfill them employing the designer as a consultant or designer on the staff. But in industry as a whole, there are more lines which, while only one or two strong products, are only ones in five or ten years are these products restandardized. For them, there would be no turning because of the staff itself, or it would be a real creative ability. If there is only a job of work for him at intermittent intervals. In such cases, the best solution is to use the services of a consultant or freelance designer on a per-basis. In either case, it is likely to be a better solution than to depend on any one of his clients, but on the other hand he has the advantage of wider experience and may be able to make one industry's problems with solutions from another's experience.

In the present, and in the foreseeable future, the designer and consultant-designer are complementary rather than competitive. The industrial designer provides a great deal of inspiration to the industrialist, and the industrialist provides plenty of scope for both of them, and fortunately, it is encouraging to realize this fact.

Concrete comes Inside

The attractive fireplace here illustrated is but one of many now beautifying modern homes.

—Made with Golden Bay Cement
It's the room with a B & B fireplace that gets the applause. If guests don't say right out, 'What a lovely fireplace!' it's in their admiring eyes. Just as clear as if they clapped their hands. For the new home, of course it's got to be a beautiful modern B & B— in pre-cast stone, terrazzo or tile. And if it's modernizing you're doing why there's nothing to approach the refined way a B & B fireplace modernizes your whole room style. So you can see it's a B & B for you. See the many beautiful designs—NOW.

MODERN

Stainless Steel SINK UNITS

Attractively designed to suit the modern kitchen. Inquire from your merchant. He will be pleased to supply all information.

G. R. McKay
Limited
MANUFACTURERS
8, 10, 12 Herbert St., Wellington
Established 1906

Phone 54-272
LEAD PROTECTS THE BATHROOM

If you've a modern bathroom such as this, you will want to guard against any risk of having to disturb its gleaming walls and fittings in order to get at leaking pipes and traps. Lead can protect you. As an example, the ancient Roman bath in the City of Bath which was lined with sheet lead is still supplied with water through the original lead pipes which were installed nearly 2,000 years ago. Lead has certain qualities which render it suitable for pipes, traps, etc. Its resistance to corrosion and its ability to withstand shock are two outstanding characteristics. Lead is one of the most permanent most versatile and most useful of building materials. We supply, refine and manufacture every item made of lead and its allied metals including Lead Rods, Lead Sheet, Lead Pipe, Copper Pipe, Tin Wire, Lead Strips, Tin Plated Lead Wire, Lead Fittings, Lead Traps, Solder, Window Metal, Lead Wool, Printers' Metal, Baking Alloys.

THE DOMINION LEAD MILLS LTD.
MORROW STREET, NEWMARKET, AUCKLAND & HEREFORD STREET, CHRISTCHURCH

JUNE-JULY, 1956

JUST ARRIVED
Compo-Seal
BRITAIN'S LATEST

THE WATERPROOFER FOR CEMENT PRODUCTS

We invite Architects and Engineers to enquire into the merits of "Compo-Seal" as a waterproofer for all Portland Cement products.

P. RICKMAN & SONS LTD.
SOLE NEW ZEALAND AGENTS

BANK OF NEW ZEALAND
ESTABLISHED 1861

"...I'd ask my B.N.Z. manager"

When faced with building problems ask the friendly advice of your B.N.Z. manager who will help you make a correct decision.

THE DOMINION LEAD MILLS LTD.
MORROW STREET, NEWMARKET, AUCKLAND & HEREFORD STREET, CHRISTCHURCH
HURRICANE REINFORCING FOR CONCRETE

Reinforcing difficulties which arise in buildings, factory floors, driveways, in tanks, chimneys, and so on, where concrete is poured straight on to the ground, have been successfully overcome by H.R.C. Welded Reinforcing.

It's been proved that the many, closely-spaced, small members of H.R.C. Welded Reinforcing lower the rate of cracking due to warping, contracting, expansion, and through temperature variations, moisture content and uneven subgrades.

Even when cracks do occur they are extremely minute, and further breakage is prevented by the tensile strength of cold high yield-point steel, holding aggregate faces closely interlocked.

H.R.C. Welded Reinforcing is available in sheets, in standard styles and weights of fabric, designed to handle numerous and varied reinforcing jobs. Most likely one or more of them will suit your needs. When specifying reinforcement, it will pay you to contact your local building supply merchant.

Every type of concrete construction needs -
H.R.C. WELDED REINFORCING

MANUFACTURED BY N.Z. FENCE & GATE WORKS  JACKSON STREET, PETONE
THE CULTIVATION OF PERENNIALS

Continued from Page 34

The cultivation of perennials is a fascinating and rewarding aspect of gardening. Perennials are plants that live for more than two years and can add color and interest to the garden throughout the season. Proper cultivation techniques are essential to ensure the health and growth of these beautiful plants. Here are some tips to help you cultivate perennials successfully.

1. Soil Preparation: Perennials require well-drained, fertile soil. Before planting, amend the soil with compost or well-rotted manure to improve its structure and fertility. Ensure the soil pH is suitable for the specific perennials you are planting. Some perennials prefer acidic soil, while others thrive in alkaline conditions.

2. Planting: Choose the right time to plant perennials, typically in spring or fall. Dig a hole slightly larger than the root ball of the plant, and place it at the same depth as in its pot. Fill the hole with soil, gently firming it around the roots, and water thoroughly.

3. Watering: Water new perennials thoroughly after planting to help settle the soil around the roots. Water perennials regularly, especially during dry periods. Avoid overhead watering as it can cause fungal diseases.

4. Fertilizing: Perennials benefit from regular application of a balanced fertilizer. Use a slow-release fertilizer in spring and early summer, which will release nutrients slowly and help sustain plant growth throughout the season.

5. Pruning: Prune perennials to maintain their shape and promote healthy growth. Remove any damaged or discolored leaves, and cut back flowers to encourage new blooms. Deadheading will also help extend the flowering period of perennials.

6. Propagation: Perennials can be propagated easily by division, cutting, or seed. Division is a common method, especially for clump-forming perennials. Cut into individual plants, replant each one in a new location, and water well.

7. Pest Management: Regularly check perennials for signs of pests or diseases. Remove damaged leaves promptly and treat any infestations or infections with appropriate pesticides or organic remedies. Rotating crops and practicing good garden hygiene can also help prevent pest problems.

By following these tips, you can cultivate a vibrant and healthy perennial garden that will provide beauty and interest for years to come.

---

Hang your washing on an ADAMS’ LINE

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

- **Stylish** (Bolt) — Easiest and fastest washing line ever. Made of durable, stainless steel, it can support any weight. Use it for all types of laundry, from thin sheets to heavy coats.
- **Weatherproof** — Made of high-quality materials to withstand all weather conditions. It can withstand rain, snow, and even extreme temperatures.
- **Heavy-duty** — Designed to last a lifetime. It can support a weight of up to 100 lbs.
- **Resistant to rust** — Made of stainless steel, it is resistant to rust and corrosion.

**Installation**

- **Easy to install** — No need for professional installation. It can be installed on any surface, including walls, fences, and poles.
- **Durable** — Made of durable materials that can withstand years of use.

**Price**

- **$9.99**

---

For more information or to order, please contact us at 1-800-123-4567.
"Cemenfortis" Insurance
Have You Considered This Angle?
The World's lowest premium, for positive insurance against future trouble with concrete or plaster walls, floors, tanks, etc., is the cost of the Cemenfortis treatment. For from 60.11x11.11" every-porous wall like, per square yard of surface, all concrete and plaster is—PERMANENTLY water-proofed, hardened, rendered highly resistant to all acids, and immune to discolouration and ajar growth.

THE APPLICATION OF CEMENFORTIS ALSO PREVENTS DISINTEGRATION OF CONCRETE FLOORs BY ACIDS

And ABRASIVE WEAR.

Cemenfortis

Switch toCondor

for economy

New Zealand Agents

Joseph Nathan & Co. (N.Z.) Ltd.

JUNE, 1923

a complete saturation of all the air in solution in it. In wattle-house with a spigot it is not necessary to direct the flow of the water at the middle of a point. It is the soil that requires saturation, and the plant will be greatly stimulated by a serene look at the soil. The soil must be left bare.

Special Bedding: Inoculum Primordia. The soil cannot be too deeply cut nor well watered, and plenty of moisture must be given to the root system. The soil should be quite s. It is in an established plant. Cuspidus Maniforme should be cut from the root of water at all times.

When to plant: The best times are March, April, and the earlier the better. This is at present in the minds of the growers, and the wool is being offered at a very low price. The plant has an almost inexhaustible rootstock. The right kind of plant is the one that is capable of forming a large root system. The plant should be planted at least two weeks after the weather. Plant about 2 ft. apart, and 1 ft. in a good soil. It is a very slow process.

New Zealand Agents

Joseph Nathan & Co. (N.Z.) Ltd.

Box 949 Wellington.

The plant is very hardy and the wool is being cut.

New Zealand Farmers

TURBULL & JOHNS LTD.

TURNBULL & JOHNS LTD.

SUNSAY VENETIAN BLINDS

Post coupon for trialVenetian blinds. Sunray Venetian Blinds that won't crack or scratch, are easy to clean and a perfect complement to your furnishing. Only Sunray carries the famous Leeds self-cleaning Venetian Blinds, with no Baubing and shadow effect. The Sunray Venetian Blind is not the same thing as a Venetian Blind, it is a real blind that can be used in any weather. The Sunray Venetian Blind is a real blind that can be used in any weather.

SUNRAY VENETIAN BLINDS LTD.

SUNRAY VENETIAN BLINDS LTD.
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For the LATEST in LIGHTING Rely on ZONTILIER

A modern home needs modern lighting—ZONTILIER Fluorescent Lighting. For all showrooms' illustrations of ZONTILIER Fluorescent Lighting, enhance your home with an air of grace and beauty, and immediately to a bright modern home. ZONTILIER Lighting Accessories are available in 26 distinctive designs to order to every taste or budget. Ask your electrical dealer. And rely for ZONTILIER, if your acquired dealer cannot supply you, write for a brochure, direct to

ZONTILIER

Florescent Lighting Co. Ltd., 183 Willis Street, Wellington.
51-796, Box 5030. Telegraphic address |Zontilier|, Wellington.

The BIG Champion Electric with the EXTRA LARGE OVEN is Here!

You must have always wanted, now it's here, the Champion Champion. This oven is so wondrous, you'll marvel at the ease with which it can bake bread. Its large capacity gives you four-hour baking. The Champion Champion is not just a big oven, it's a big oven! It's the oven you've been waiting for. It's the oven that does it all, every time. It's the oven you want to see. And it's the oven you'll want to have. It's the Champion Champion.

BRITISH CONCRETE WATER-PROOFER and HARDENER

One gallon of "COLMANOID" No. 1 added to 15 galls. of coupling water ensures complete waterproofing of every square inch of the concrete which is then hard and oil resisting. Increases tensile and compressive strength by 25 per cent. to 25 per cent. "COLMANOID" is British made.

John Duthie & Co. Ltd.
R.O. BOX 1428
WELLINGTON
Solo New Zealand Agents

Oil Burning Equipment of all types—for all purposes

Speedway installations are becoming increasingly popular because of their efficiency and economy. For any information on your fuel problem, by installing SPEEDWAY all burner equipment.

- BOILERS
- RANGES
- FISH FRYERS ETC.
- CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEMS
- WATER HEATING SYSTEMS
- AIR CONDITIONING

Illustrated above is Aladdin L-200, one of the smaller series of oil burning ranges, matched with special gazetteer, complete with fittings and standish steel edgings. It will handle the advantages of Speedways range.

For further details write or call

SPEEDWAY PRODUCTS LTD.
26 ALBERT ST., AUCKLAND
Phone 22-120
NOW! The PERFECT Masonry Drill.

RAWLPLUG

ELECTRIC DRILL

Model R.P.I. Slow Speed

尤其 designed for use in conjunction with Rawplug TURBO BRICKER, to provide maximum speed and saving in all masonry work where contact is made. Exceptionally

crude and powerful the R.P.I. DRILL will save labor, reduce waste and cut quickly every job in移民 of time and labor. Less than 9 lb in weight it is particularly comfortable to handle.

Another feature of the Rawplugs Co. Ltd., London.

KNOX BRICKS LTD., PO. BOX 932, AUCKLAND.

MARBLE

TILE

STONE

BRICK

IDEAL FOR

Brick, Hollow & Cellular Blocks, Stone, Tiles, Insul.

Another North British rubber flexed edger coverings for the perfect finish to the modern home. North British rubber floor coverings are bright, easy to clean and will give years of service. They are available in continuous rolls for wide area or individual room use. Architectural interest is added to the finish by stripes. Architectural interest is added to the finish by stripes.

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER FLOOR COVERINGS

Harry A. Trench, Manager

JONES BROS. LTD.

90 Cold St. New York

Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne
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რომ უფრო გამოკვრის, რეწქვენა და უდამობადი ხდება R.S.W. გალაქტომეტრია.

1. R.S.W. ქანონის გამყოფა—გამჭვირვალებით არხი, რომელიც გამჯღვევს სხვა ქანონის გამყოფას, როგორც სხვა ქანონის გამყოფა.
2. "RIGIDAL" ROOFING—კონკრეტული ალუმინიუმი, რომლის ფარგლებში შეიძლება გამოყენებით ზოგადი გამოყენებით.

აირჩით "RIGIDAL"
ნამუშევარიალია, რომელიც ალუმინიუმი გამზირით გამოყენებით.

"SOUTHERN CROSS"
Syphonic Flushing Cistern

In the "SOUTHERN CROSS" model, a true one-piece cistern is brought to the home and improved design.

Just turn the tap for HOT WATER

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from your friends at Metro Electric and Engineering Co. Ltd.

Send for free leaflet for METRO ELECTRIC and ENGINEERING CO. LTD.

28 Blair St., Wellington.

PH 33-346

worth your while!
WHY BE WITHOUT HOT WATER?

Install a "CJS" Wet Back and "CJS" Check Box. With a fire alright for.

4 to 5 hours, you can obtain ample supplies of hot water

for the next 24 hours! Can be used separately

or to augment any electric or gas supply.

C. J. SMITH LTD.

306 BROADWAY, NEWMARKET, AUCKLAND, S.E.1
IT'S QUALITY THAT COUNTS...

over 250,000,000 square feet of Gibraltar Board have been manufactured and SOLD IN N.Z.!

WINSTONE LTD.